EXERCISE YOUR BRAIN! Activity

Brain Maze

Start

End

Recognition and Credit to faculty at the University of Washington
https://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/works.html
EXERCISE YOUR BRAIN! Activity

Brain Soduko

This puzzle can be solved with logic and without guessing. Each box should have a letter from the words: T O P B R A I N S. Each row must contain only one of each letter; each column should contain only one of each letter; each of the nine 3x3 boxes should contain only one of each letter. If you can solve this puzzle, then you join the special group of "TOP BRAINS."

Recognition and Credit to faculty at the University of Washington
https://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/works.html
RELAX YOUR BRAIN! Coloring Page

MY BRAIN IS AWESOME!

Let's Use Our Brains to End Epilepsy* | EndEpilepsy.org | Connect@EndEpilepsy.org
Follow us @EndEpilepsy | #EndEpilepsy
TODAY IS GOING TO BE AWESOME
UNLOCK YOUR BRAIN! Sign

Decorate your brain and write your brain superpower you will use to help End Epilepsy.

My brain is powerful in the fight to End Epilepsy

Let's Use Our Brains to End Epilepsy® | EndEpilepsy.org | Connect@EndEpilepsy.org
Follow us @EndEpilepsy | #EndEpilepsy
EXERCISE YOUR BRAIN! Activity

Let’s Use Our Brains to End Epilepsy Word Search

Find these Words

- Speaking Up
- Super Hero
- Educate
- Ask Questions
- Use Talents
- Care

- Be Determined
- Courage
- Advocate
- Fundraise
- Brains
- Research

- Be A Friend
- Purple Rouge
- Seizures
- Learn More
- Create

Let’s Use Our Brains to End Epilepsy®  | EndEpilepsy.org  | Connect@EndEpilepsy.org
Follow us @EndEpilepsy  | #EndEpilepsy
WORD SEARCH about Epilepsy

Find these Words

Auras
Blood Test
Brain
Brain Waves
Convulsions
EEG

Epilepsy
Epilepsy Foundation
First Aid
Helmet
Medicine
MRI

Diagnosis
Disorder
Neurologist
Neurons
Seizures
Surgery

Let's Use Our Brains to End Epilepsy® | EndEpilepsy.org | Connect@EndEpilepsy.org
Follow us @EndEpilepsy | #EndEpilepsy